PRESS RELEASE
IDETA joins the Plugsurfing network
BERLIN, 08.11.17 - IDETA, territorial development agency in Picardy Wallonia, is joining forces
with Plugsurfing. This collaboration will add 48 new charging stations to the Plugsurfing network
in Belgium and will allow Walloons to travel around Europe effortlessly thanks to the 54,000
Plugsurfing charging points.

Plugsurfing is delighted by this new partnership and the positive spin-offs it will offer: a
European mobility aid for the Walloons as well as an attraction for this region located at the
heart of Europe. The charging stations are accessible through the Plugsurfing app, the charging
key and direct payment through Scan & Charge on compatible stations.
“As part of the deployment of our network of charging stations for EVs in Picardy Wallonia, we
finally found a partner offering a service adapted to our needs for payment management.”, says
IDETA’s director CEO Olivier Bontems. “This opportunity offers flexibility and we hope it will give
visibility to our network beyond our territory.”
IDETA, territorial development agency, works for the energy transition of Picardy Wallonia. This
involves developing an energy mix for renewable energies (wind, biomass, solar energy, etc.),
but also by changing our behavior, reducing our consumption and developing alternatives to the
carbon economy: electric and gas vehicles are therefore both in focal point.

"Our partnership enables businesses and public entities in Wallonia to benefit from a turnkey
solution open to the whole Europe: installation of infrastructure, management, simple and
reliable invoicing. We encourage interested companies to contact IDETA or Plugsurfing as soon
as possible.” - Quentin Ducreux Lerebours, commercial director at Plugsurfing.

About Plugsurfing
Plugsurfing is Europe’s largest charging network, covering 53.000+ charging points in 24 countries. As a strong
partner of car manufacturers, fleet operators and leasing companies, Plugsurfing ensures seamless access to
charging points and easy payment for any electric car driver.
We believe that technology can solve problems that really matter. Creating products like Plugsurfing can make the
world a more efficient and greener place. Plugsurfing was founded by Adam Woolway and Jacob van Zonneveld in
2012 and is located in Berlin since then.
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